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1XED : CANADLAN MLTiS

SOCIOLINGUISTIC PATTERNS

Patrick C. pouaud

Both genetic hd cultural halfbreeds exist throughout the colonized

; yet the Canadi:'.. 'His, with perhaps the Cape Colored and the

liaitiam;, are unique H that they were able, during the brie) existence

ot the Met(s Nation (1870-18435), to assert their rights against the

nat ional government . Those :10 i
who gave Canada her or.l.y semblance

Indian war with the 188''. 2ebellia led by Louis Kiel, were the result

unions between French voyageurs, coureurs de bois, or traders witll

Indian -or Halfbreed women. Ethnic variegation was of course acco,ipanied

it multilingualism ;
and in the course of time the Metis became a highly

adapted, yet mrgival, group on the Canadian mosaic. It is my, purpose

hero to, give a des,ription of some of the sociolinguistic issues raised

bv the Metis situation, as seen through one small rural community of the

province of Albecta.
1

1. The Mission Metis

This community, known as the Mission Metis, is to 13(1. found on the

southern shore ofLac La Biche, 220 kilometers northeast of Edmonton ;

it derives its name from the Oblate mission around which it has been

gathered -;,,,ce the middle of the 19th century. The "traditional" members

oa this i.e.. those who have not been socialized into post-

1.:orld War 11 modernity ere trilingual (Frencp, Cree, English) and
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Thpear to have synthesized the divergent worldviews of the Inditn ar

the Whitemin. P,ecayse cif this synthesis, 'few elements of their ctatural

r,Tertoire art original Heriselves ; the Mission Metis' distinctive-

ness lies rAtber in the ,structural relationships obtaining between

tlik..st_' elements.

Since ti e 19hO's, however, the community has gradually lost some

this distinctiveness as its internal cohesion disintegrated. While

et the elders are still trii ingual; the middle-aged generation is

(

,iten only passively rnul t i 1 ingual, ; and the younger generation, reared

a centralized'school system and faced with the need to move 0 job

,Lte- operating in English, is clearly monolingual. The linguistic

)Citeti are thus intimately related to the degree of involvement in

modern world, and are therefore good indicators of acculturation or

)111 shift of cultural emphasis.

!'he Mission Metis are surrounded by a rich variety of human groups.

The: live ten kilometers from the town of Lac La ,Riche, which comprises

220(i inhabitants el- mixed extraction : angloplilne and francophOne Euro-

Canadians of Britin.h, French, Ukrainian, German, and Italian descent,

as weit as Lebanese, Cree Indians, Metis, etc. The language of the town

pred,:mi,lantly English, but the other tongues can he heard in the

11,,:!tc!, ,end in the shops. About eight kilometers southeast of Lac La Biche

heaver-lake Indian reserve (300 Cree Indians), where Cree is the

AnJ,,IL language ;
and fifty kilometers south of the town kie the we

etis settlements of Casian (530 people) and hiking (780), both estab-

J lust before World War II, and where Cree and English are spoken.

le Misiion Metis community now consists of five. 'extended families,

di il'ibutc(1 in 14 lieueholds scattered ,:ithin a radius of some five.



kilometer from the Oblate mission. It barely numbers seventy-five

;,roci-,.. demographlc census is inappro

popul.it ion is essent tally' fluid and moves in an

According t,, the whims employment patter.s

Atp,trAlia Ahork,inal fringe "mobs" (Sansom 1

:essile elders constitute a somewhat stable core wine,

l)ere, as this

he community

Ing plans. As

ly the more

he numbered

:o . i)therwise, the community is larger than its population at

-.Hti:lowould,ive one to he] ieve. Thus 18 ind,v_duals (10 WOM,'A

All! 8 an eolnprise the generation aged 50+ ; 'approxi., ely 25 people

acount h r the generation aged 30-50 ; and about 30 individuals make

up tho generation aged. 30 . There is a decrease in counting accuracy

or-; one : :loves down the age scale, because you nger people are more/

likely to 4o to distant job sites and thus be absent for longer periods.

Multilingualism

Three general types of linguistic behavior can be JiF:tinguished

Among chi: Mission Metis according to age :

(i) individuals of 50 and over : all the men, and some of.the

women, are fully trilingual. French is usually the language of the home,

e:a-cpt when the wife sometimes born from 'a Cree mother and an anglo-

phone lather -- has only Cree and English ; then the couple uses Cree

at home. Most, of the members of tills age group have regular contacts

with the two .letis settlements of Caslan and Kikino ; some also have

friel:Ids and relatives on the Beaver Lake Indian reserve.

(iv) .individuals between 30 and 50 : the men speak English,

smmetime!,, Cree ;
they undetstand French well but do not speak it. V.ery

often their wives have no French background, and speak English and

perhaps some Crec ;
two of them, married to elder Met is of the 50

+
age



group, have he6.n taught French by their husbands and speak it with a low

degree of fluency.

(iii) individuals under 30 : both sexes have only English. Some

:lay he able to understand a limited amount of French or Gre1 when still

at ichool and therefore living in the multilingual environment of the

e xtended family '; but they quickly lose this ability as soon as they

begin to work away from the community.

The triadic character of the older generaiion's linguistic

repertoire is a general feature of traditional Metis-ness ; but of the

211,

three languages taken in isolation, oply French qualifies as a marker

of ethnicity. Whereas Metis Cree is hardly distinguishable from Indian

Cree, and Metis English exhibits traits found in a number of non-standard

dialect's (e.g., copula deletion, tense simplification, loss of friction

in dental fricatives, etc), Metis French is idiosyncratic. Beside

contrasting with surrounding Albertan'French through the presence of

hack (instead of front) nasalized a, the use of unrounded (instead of

rounded) nasalized 6. (corresponding to digraph un), and the occasional

rendition of r as a uvular fricative instead of an alveolar flap
2

,

Mutts French presents us with several idiosvncracies which will be

reviewed now (for further details, see Douaud 1982 : 72ff).

2.1. Alfrication of Dental Stops. .Under pressure from the Cree language,

in which the alveolar/palatal phonological space is occupied by unstable

segments whose variation corresOnds to diachronic, areal, and socio-

linguistic discontinuities, Metis French favors hushing fricatives and

affricates, and it affricates its dental stops where Canadian French

normally assibilates them :



_Canadian French 'Metis French

t ,d ts, /

-cons
+high
+f ront

t,d -* t5, dz /

-cons
+high
+front

For example : to dis C4C1 dzi , tuait C4we , miCgif (where the

final segment points to a form Mesuif, which according to theLittrU

.di,:tionary co-existed with Mi2tis in some dialects of France between the

Inch and thy 19th centuries) .

This affrication is manifestly a feature imported from France by

.

the trsm colonists and syste.Tatizyd under the 'influence of the Cree

phoneti c pat tern. It is present .among the elder Metis of Batoche,

northern Saskatchewan ; among the North Dakota Metis, 'who speak Plains

',:rue, a cree-Freilch hybrid, and a "joua1" type of Canadian French

(Rhodes 1977) ; and it was found in southern Alberta as early as 180,

when a Erenich Metis was known to the anglophones of the area as Butcheesh

(Erasmus 1976 : xxii, 114) -- the spelling tch denoting he're an affric-

ation in the name Baptiste.

2.2. Vowel kaising_. Metis French typically raises oral and mid-high

/e/ and /o/ to [i] and [u] in word-final position after coronal

consonants and glides :

-voc]
e,o -* i,u / Lcor

Cor example : marie [marjil , gros [grid, hie etc. This feature

points to an incipient phonemic restructuring of the vocalic pattern,

as /e/ raised to [i] has the same effect on the preceding dental stop

as an underlying /i/ does viz., it triggers a palatalizing process

which assimilates /e/.to the Category of high front vowels in such an

environment : parent [paratn] , de l'adt.re cote [Hut kutq .

Here ag:tin, two factors account for this peculiarity of Metis



French : a tendency to raise front vowels, which must have been wide-,

spread among the French dialect, imported to Nouvelle-France (even today",

Pi.ird and ::armand commonly raise /a/ to Li] after a palatal ; see Loriot

l967 81 ;. and a great deal of insthbility endemic among the high

.,'els of Cree and other Algonquian languages (Bloomfield 1946 : 86 ;

Pentland 1978 : HI). The 'raising of oral mid-high vowels is also present

in the Metis French of Balachc- (Saskatchewan), and doubtless among the

elders at other communities which have not been investigated. One must

therefore conclude that a uni- or bilateral tendency to raise mid-high

':aweis in some phonetic environments was ImOorted from France with

certain western dialects, and survived and was reinforced in Metis

Vrend, under the pressure of a similar tendency inherent in some dialects

of Cree and other Algonquian languages.

. The treatment of Gender. The third characteristic of Metis French

applies to Metis English as well, and betrays an obvious morpho-semantic

influence tram Cree. This language does not have the grammatical

:ateg xory af,se-based gender, but instead a distinction +animate :

[
_

pronominal distinctions of genders in terms of
[

+
masc forms are there-

tore not relevant to Crepe speakers. As a result, it and elle in French,
.

_
't

and he, she, and it in English, are in free distribution as is common

Am()114 speakers of gender marked(. languages who have a genderless language

such is Prian or Hungarian as their mother tongue. A complete disregard

t, r he attribution of correct gender Corms is thus another. Met is (even

:nor,' ti thin Cree Indiun, because of the use of French) stereotype, which

has been taken up by the f rancophones and anglophones of the area to

t
Metis speech in a jocular way. This fluctuation in the use of the

pranauns.shows no sign of being offset by the establishing of a



[1_animate] distinction Fn French or in English, as the North Dakota
. .

Cree-Frenth hybrid has done bV retaining Crec suffixes (Rhodes 1977).

Thc Expression of Possession. This fourth and last characterl..1.;.1ic

oltains also in both ht is French And English. In (roe, possession is

presseJ he a .construetion of the type Padj).+ noun + [ad .+ object],
1

as in 1.:i-kosis o-masinahikan your son's book" : "your son his

book'). filis model has been superimposed by Mt is sOeakers on the French

and English regu lar word orders, and we can hear phrases el- the type :

"Pierre sot. llyre', after.Pien o-ipasinallikan (Elliott 1886 : 181) ;

'01 en ms 001 es' (lit. : "me ny chickens"), after niva ni-miseyasisak

(khodes 1977 : 15) ; or "my sister his boy" (my own observaton).

other Amerindian languages use this type of construction, e.g.,

Chinook (Sapir and Swadesh 1964 : 102) and Apacln In the latter case,-

a similar interference occurs in the speech of bi.lingual Western Apache

when they transfer the native structure onto English : e.g., x hi

his horse" (Keith Basso : p.c.). Although such constructions can

(wca Lonall7 be heard in familiar French or English, Metis elders use

it so consistently that it may be said to represent the regular poSsessive

construction in Mot is speech. Also, the expression of possession and-rhe .

treatment of gender just reviewed remind us that in a polysynthetic

language such as Cree, where grammatical functions are expressed through

a complex system of affixes rather then with function-words, the word,

sense lato (especially in verbal form) is the fundamental unit of

(fiscourse. It is to be expected that a CreeTdominated linguistic triad

Hvolving such analytic languages as French and English would exhibit

!;one fluctuation in the handling of isolated Romance and Germanic

function-words.

a



Patterns of Language C'se

The lour t,,:iturec just reviewed are all stereotypes of MeLis speech ;

also variables which, oy their intensity or frequency, suggest_

the existence of is,rete coo olinguistic niches along a continuum charac-

ter zing lifestyle And social aspirations. lnese tour variables apply..

only to the 50 generation of Mission Metis', and show their orientation

on the general c:ontinuum of activities and linguistic repertoires which_

Accompanies the total age range :

50 50-30

+triditional -traditional

trilingualism

affrftation
vowel raising

no gender
Cree possessive

fishing, trapping,
hunting, supplemented .

by odd jobs

passive monolingual ism

multilingualism

odd jobs
sJpplemented

by push activities

Church, MeLis music Caurch, Met is

and dances and Country music

steady
employment

little or no
Church, Rock and
COuntry music .

Three oise histories taken as examples will suffice to flesh out this

sociolinguistic continuum. Maptiste (age : 53) is married and has thirteen

children
3

. He lives on the site of his old house in a new trailer featuring

many rooms and all raodern facilities ; he is trilingual and illiterate, and

his French. and English exhibit maximum use of the four variables mentioned

earlier. Baptiste began hunting, trapping, and fishing at the age of 13

under the guidance of his father ; and he is known as one of the best

woodsmen ol, the region. For him, bush life is the ideal refuge : "You go'

into the bush, there you feel fine." Modern conveniences such as the truck,
.:



the snowmobile, and a TV set in the trapline cabin, have'been readily

accepted and integrated into the traditional patterns. Baptiste associates

_himself Unequivocally with Metis tradition : he thus unquestioningly

beloni's to the lettmost end-ot the continuum.

'Ci7,1estine is a 76 -year -old widow who lives in the town of Lac La

Niche in a middle-class house, surrounded by furniture and dinner ware

in the English style. She devoted her life to commercial activities,_ and

is well-to-do. She speaks only English and French, and seems tO.have

imitated the speech of the clergy when at the mi'ssion's convent school.

Her French is therefore Albertan French, leaning toward Standard French ;

she does not exhibit vowel raising, confusion of genders, or Cree-type

possessive constructions but her palatalization of dental stops

oscillates between assibilation and affrication. I Game to see this

informant totally ignorant of her Metis background, purporting simply

to use the interview to set up a French Albertan'control group. Even

though 1 mentioned the Mission Metis several times during the exchange,

CJ!lestine never acknowledged any relationship with them ; I learned of

the fact later, from some elders who are her cousins. Celestine associates

fully W'ith the more modern end of the "traditional" pole; and stigmatizes

all the signs of traditional behavior : in spite of her age, she thus

belongs to the rightmost side of the 50 category.

Finally, Joseph (age : 36) presents us with the case of a man who

has ceased to identify himself with the Metis, and consciously' cultivates.

features normally associated with Western 'cowboy" culture. k fervent

admirer of'"the States," he speaks English With a,pronounced drawl unusual

in thu region and sharply retroflexed r's, wears pointed boots, and has

'graced his pick-up .truck with pictures of sparsely clad gi,-1s- Being

single and having obtained a substantial compensation following a serious

11



injury received while on duty as a night watchman, Joseph leads a

leisurely. lite and has turned to angling, an activity almost unknown

among net-f ishing Missicin Metis. Angling allows Joseph to demonstrate

his skill Ind his knowledge of the lake ; for him jackfish is the only

.ble" t isle, and the value et the catch is directly proportional to

resistance it has offered -- an attitude which runs counter to the

traditional bushman's primary concern for economical survival techniques-

Although he speaks Cree fluently (apparently because of his continuous

asseciation with Cree girls), Joseph pretends to be a passive multilingual.

As he also is free from the influence of the Church and reaps the benefits

of employment insurance, he belongs to the'l.east.traditional'7art of the

30-50 age category.

In spite of tric' discontinuity of language use obtaining between.
-4

(and to a lesser extent, within) generations, the Mission Metis linguistic

situation has tailed to give rise to a state of diglossia. Diglossia and

triglossia can be considered the most extreme examples of stable compart-

mentalization, and they no ally involve an urban literate component, as

in Abdulaziz.'s (1972) Taitzanian case. In Tanzania, Swahili is used "in its

various registers, including slang and colloquial forms" (p. 201) by people

who have completed secondary school the second code, English, is

considered bookish and prestigious ; and the third code, a local tribal

language varying with each region, is on the wane thus preparing the

way for a diglossic situation similar to that common in the Caribbean.

Such a state of affairs could not possibly obtain among traditional

Missien Met is, who are both rural and largely illiterate. Their case is

mire readily comparable to that of numerous rural communities in India,

where language compartmentalization has been maintained by social compart-

12



smentalization, and where formal education plays a minor role (Gumperz and

Wilson 1971 : 153). The only difference is that'in the Metis case it is not

...-

only social, but also ethnic factors which have maintained linguistic

compartmentalization. Also, the difference in degree of convergence in the

two situations has as its source a much shorter period of contact and an

evolution, in an environment marked by motility in the Metis case, as

opposed to the sessile character of the rural communities of India. Metis

society thus se ems to have lacked the self-contained character necessary

tor the formation of diglossic patterns an otherwise quasi-universal

feature of human communication present even in sign language communities

(Deuchar 1978) .

4. Mixily as MeLis-ness

The `fission `et i.5 community can be considered classless, with elder

trilinguals wielding languages in the place of styles and younger mono-

linguals developing an awareness of the function of different styles in

English. Gumperz (1971a : 230) has recognized this phenomenon

The same social pressures which would lead a monolingual

to change from colloquial to formal or technical styles

may induce a bilingual to shift from one language to

another.

In this way traditional speakerS have categorical rules for each language

(Metis Fl-ench, Cree, and English), and variable rules for variation across

languages.

The most that can be done in trying to elicit styles in this case is

to place the members of the linguistic triad w.ithin the framework of

interactional dimension proposed by Blom and Gumperz (1972) : Cree and

French con then be viewed as personal codes (used with the inner group and

13



for subsistence. activities), while English is clearly transactional

(outer groups and technological domains). As a possible explanation for

this dearth of styles, 1 suggest that three languages with two or more

styles each would be a heavy, unadaptive linguistic burden for a society

with a semi-nomadic background, a loose internal egalitarian organization,

and a pluralistic oral tradition.

Labov (1972 : 535) defines the prestige model as "the.pattern which

speakers hear themselves using : it governs the audio-monitoring of the

speech signal" ; to this he opposes the motor- controlled model of casual

speech. From this point of view, Mission Metis speech events -- devoid of

stylistic nuances, and therefore casual are strictly motor-controlled

and governed by the following situational dynamlcs (where represents

functicp.a1 pull) :

Francophones
Church
bush
home

Cree Indians
bush p
home

---A anglophones

----A technology
mass media

There is no degree of prestige attached to any of the three languages,

and neither are overt or covert prestige forms to be found in the Mission

Metis linguistic repertoire. Very little consideration is given surface.

variation, whether the output he one of the three languages, or a mixing

of two or even all three of them : sensitivity to dial6cts and accents

appears blunted subordinated as it is to efficiency of communication.

Traditional sneakers, when asked which language they prefer, invariably

answer : C'cNt tout de rtime pour moi, tout mi7;16 (It's all the same to me

all mixed). Such a statement stresses their acceptance of trilingual ism

as the basis of their identity, at the same time as it treats as irrelevant

14



the idiosyncracies so conspicuous to outsiders or, better perhaps,

sublimates them as essential to the collcept of Metis-ness, based on

"mixing." TIladitiona Mission Metis are perfectly insensitive to the

concept of higher/lower varieties, and have little definite sense of'the

appropriate use of a particular feature or a,particular language fen a

strictly social purpose : thus French to and vous are used in a thoroughly,

inconsistent tway with outsiders, and one language takes on more value

than the others Only when is required in a certain kind of situation,

with a certain kif participants.

Di4ussing Vygotskii's' notion of the importance of social contact

between child and adult, Luria (1980 : 31) observes :

Vvgotskii's supposition that an action initially shared

by two peoplelater becomes an element of individual

behavior has, as a corollary, the social origin of the

higher mental functions, and points to the social nature

of those psychological phenomena that have usually been

regarded as purely individualistic.

Similarly, one can consider that the Mission Metis' socialization into

Aequate linguistic behavior has come to be conditioned by micro-social

or more exactly by sftuational -- factors : they have always co-existed

with and related to what are still the three major ethnic groups of the

Lac La Biche region, and have set, up the-three corresponding media of

communication as an adaptation to the sociolinguistic environment.

Efficiently integrated to their milieu, they are socially viewed as

marginal by their neighbors only because they happen to be the only

individuals-helonging to three different cultural groups at the same time.

15



5. Speech Events

Speech events take place in a variety of situations, the most common

of which belong to the home(involving both men and women) and to the hush

(involving mainly men). Among the 50 generations, the conversations are

usualiv as eclectic as among White groups of the same age. The 50
+

elders

are likely to talk about past events and cross-cultural connections ;

they enjoy emphasizing the geographical spread of their family names, and

readily find themselves distant relatives all over western and northern

Canada -- therebY demonstrating the "long-distance sociability" that some

consider a criterion of Metis ethnicity (Slohodin 1981 : 364). They often

hint at their popularity in the remote northern communities they sometimes

visit

Si S'aurais ete me-chant ils ont pas voulu me voir

any more (If I was a mean guy they wouldn't want to

seeme again).

However, the ,pleasure of meeting old `acquaintances is often tempered by

the passage of time :

J'ai if!t-e seize ans a Yellowknife ([ lived sixteen years

in Yellowknife)....They were real happy to see me again :

all those Indians, and everybody... all, the old guys I

went to... la maison oil ce quills gardent les vieux, la

(that house where they keep the old ones)... Ah, they

don't know (= recognize) you.

Speech events are normally characterized by a great deal of language

mixing, especially when outsiders participate. At this level, one can

distinguish between two phenomena : codeswitching_ and code mixing. The

latter a subcategory of the iormer -- refers to what Labov (1971 : 457)

calls "rapid code-switching," which he suspects to be largely unsystematic.

He gives as an example this type of discourse, heard from a New York Puerto



Rican speaker :

l'or eso cada, you know it's nothing to be proud of,

porqu'e yo no estoy proud of it, as a matter of fact

I hate it, pero viene Viernes y Sabado.r ya

Far from finding such mixings unsystematic, Cumperz (1971b 317) holds

that they are by no means rare in multilingual speech and that they

"signal a change in.interpersonal relationship in the'direction of greater

informality or personal warmth."

However, Cumperz falls short of chard-cterizing the full range of

code-mixing when he declares that constructions of the type he era

tegador. (he was an irrigator) seem to be impossible in bilingual discourse

(ibid. : 320). My own fieldwork has elicited numerous Metis examples of

code-mix,ng at the morphological level which disprove this assertion :

e.g., stakait [stEke] (English stake + French 3rd person sing. imperfect

suffix -ait + French oxytonic), or climber [klajme] (English climb + French

infinitive suffix -er + French oxytonic). The faCt that English [steji]

and [I:. h lajml become French [stEk] and [klajm] t,e., lose their charac-

teristically un-French post-vocalic glide and consonantal aspiration

respectively cotroborates Sankoff and Poplack's (1981) free morpheme

constraint on code-mixing : viz., for a switch to occur within a word,

the free morpheme must have been phonologically integrated into the

language of the bound morpheme. Such an extreme type''of code-mixing

appears to be directly proportional to the degree of involvement in the

discourse and thus to be a carrier, if not of personal warmth, at any rate

of a message of personal significance.

As we have already seen, the real cichness of the Mission Metis'

linguistic repertoire lies in multilingualism. However, the repertoire

in its traditional state (as 'represented by the 50 generation) is a very



relaxed affair whose efficacy is taken fOr granted. This situation

contrasts sharply with that obtaining in such 'cultures as the Australian

Aborigines', where name taboo is still very much alive (von Sturmer 1981 :

16) and the- spoken word is invested with much physical reality that it

can be given and stolen -= even among the partly modernized fringe

dwellers (Sansom 1980 : 24ff). On the other hand, among the Mission Metis

as in most Amerindian cultures, speech is not overly valued and silence

has its place, too. Even now, at a time-when the influence of schoolfng
/'

is beginning to he felt in the homes, Mission Metis children are not

specifically taught to speak, and actually start. speaking late by White

middle-class standards a behavior consistent with the normal Cree

pattern.

In traditional Mission Metis terms, then, "proper language" -is not

style-bound : it is simply a medium which, like every item in the

bushman's panoply; must he adaptable, tough, and unobtrusive. In other

words, it must be able to respond immediately and adequately to communic-

ative needs : "If you speak French, I speak French ; English, I speak

English ; same thing for Cree," as the elders put it. This expression is

more than just a tautology : it stresses the fact that one never even

thinks of imposing any one language in the conversation for reasons of

ideology or the sake of greater ease. The probing.of ethnicity through

language, so common in francophone Canada (see for example Heller 1978),

is almost non-existent among the Mission Metis, who treat their inter-

locutors in the same manner whatever language initiates the exchange. We

have seen that things are changing, though, as the younger generations

have progressively discarded the' traditional linguistic triad for a

stle-conscious, one-coded repertoire based on English alone.

*..



6. Mission Metis Narratives

A brief look at several types of narrative performance will help us

probe the various facets of Metis personality revealed to me qua litener

differing in cultural background. In each case the setting was somewhat

artificial, as I was the principal listener and my avowed purpose was to

keep a record of a dying tradition. However, I lt?arned the basic fact

that a typical Mission Metis narrative is always told or sung in French

otherwise it "wouldn't be Metis". No special allegiance to the French

language is implied, but simply the observance of "well-established

custom. This relativistic attitude is illustrated by the following

exchange :

Me (showing my wedding ring) : What's the Metis word for this ?

Louis (age : 50) : Jonc. Ahtanig. Le jonc c'est le Canayen,

Mitchif c'est allCgani'4 (Jonc is Canadian French, ahtsanis is

Metis).

In this case the Cree word happens to be more typically Metis than the

French one -- another example of the loyalty-free, "all mixed" character

of the linguistic economy.under study. The Mission Metis are also just as

relaxed toward narrative performance as they are toward general linguistic

performance : there exists no formal narrative situation comparable to

that prevailing among the Cree (see e.g., Darnell 19-74), and the dPlivery

of stories is decidedly Gallic in its emotional inv vement and kinesic

accompaniment. Yet, the Indian influence is evident in the nature of some

topics, and in the frequently peripheral treatment which lets the listener

draw his own conclusions. The following story presents such an example.

.6.1. The Man Changed Into a Moose.

"Ma grand-mere it avast ete dans l'ile file Bourque, 9a
L.J

s'appellait. Je change tout a c't.'heure : c'etait.un autre nom. Je change



tout, je vous dis. Anyway, elle etait avec des,sauvages dans l'ile,

ramasser des cerises. Su... en petit canot d'eeorce -- dans ce temps-la'

y avait pas des grqs bateaux, c'etait des petits canots d'ecorce. And

this woman had a little baby, smaller than your little girl here. Elles

etaient dans un maillot dans ce temps-1H, to sail qu'un maillot ce que

c'est ? Anyway,ls ont mis la petite fine dans le bout du canot, and

they pull that little canoe to the... to .the shore.A'uis ils ont commence

-
a ramasser des cerises, la. Tout d'un coup, un petit vent, une petite

risee de vent, 12a, a- venu. Le canot a parti sur l'eau. So, a peu pres,

oh, cinq-six minutes, la bonne femme elle se revire puis elle-regarde :

elle voit le canot pas mal au .large. Ah, elle commence a pleurer, she

didn't know what to do i hei little baby, her little baby ! So there was

a man, her husband, was a little ways, you see : he runs at the point of

the island, and all at one they see a big moose with his horns and

everything (to his son giggling : "This is no bullshit, that's happened

too !"). Oh, puis la bonne femme elle voulait se tuer a pleurer. C'te

Bros moose-la it s'en venait drette au canot : quand it est arrive au

canot, c'etait un homme. Il a embarque dans le canot, it s'en vient la

en paddlant, avec le petit bebe... it was her husband. Ca une

histoire vraie. C'est arrive."

(My grandmother had gone to an island Bourque Island, it was

called. I change everything these days : it was another name. I'm telling

you, change everything. Anyway, she was with some Indians on the island,

busy picking berries. So... in a small bark canoe : in those days there.--\

were no bi#hoats, just little bark canoes. And this woman had a little

baby, smaller than your little girl there. They were in moss bags in those

days, you ,know whHt a moss hag is ? Anyway, they put the little girl at



one end of the canoe, and they pull that little canoe to the... to the

shore. Then they started picking berries. Suddenly a light wind, a little

breeze of a wind rose. The canoe left the shore. So after about, oh, five

uY six minutes the woman turns around and looks : she sees the little.

canoe .a fair distance away. she begins to cry, she didn't know what

to do : her little'baby, her little baby ! So there was a man, her husband,

was a little ways, you see : he runs to the point of the island, and

all at once they see a big moose with his antlers and everything (to his

,son giggling : "This is no bullshit, that's happened too !"). Oh, and the

woman was fit to kilt herself crying. That big moose was coming straight

to the canoe : when he arrived, it was a man. He boarded' the canoe, and

here he comes paddling, with the little baby... it was her husband. That's

a Lrue"story. It happened.)

This unusual event was narrated by Boniface (age : 69), known by his

neighbors as a great talker who spurns the bounds of likelihood -- or, as

they put it succinctly, a "hullshitter." This is part of a series of

narratives'ithat fall well within the domain of mistapew (spirit helper)

and windigo (cannibal spirit) Cree stories, which draw heavily on super-

/ natural elements. The presence of ad hoc factual patchings, the lack of

formal structure, and the un-Indian concern for some kind of a climax

r.

make this story appear to be a corrupted version of an original Cree

story.

6.2. The Priest's Impertinence.

The second most cgmn-type, the ludic narrative, is typical--Of the

bawdy stories one still hears after a hearty banquet in small French

farms. Their saturnalian function of relaxing customary restraint is well

known, and they normally cover taboo-loaded topics such as the Church,
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sex, and the excretory functions.

"A l'ancien temps, it y avait le vieux fran... un vieux francais...

I. was just telling them when you were coming, I was telling'them... There

was an old guy, I says, he used to live... called Roux. : celui-la... So,

it dit... ils font puisque un frangais de France. Mon-.

seigneur, il.aait a la table. Lis ont invite le Pere Roux, pour quill

vienne diner avec le... Monseigneur. Puis ils l'ont place drette au bord

de Monseigneur. Monseigneur, it etait au bout de la table ; puis y avait

le nre Le Goff :
sontait frangais, itou, le Pere Le Goff. Puis it etait

pas mal... plus avec ses petits veux comme ga, la... oh !, it me

donnait des coups de pied dans le cut : je l'ai jamais aime, ce Pere-EA !

But, anyway, c'te vieux etait assis, la, et puis, quand...

ils ont dit leers grTices, et puis it srest assis. Puis ils ont servi le

diner. Puis le Pere Roux-41 lance un gros, un... une vesse. Le Pere Le

Goff a rien dit, Monseigneur a rien dit itou. La deuxieme fois it se

live la fesse, puis it to cache tin maudit de pet encore. "Ah, ah, ah,.ah" !

Monsieur Roux !" it dit, "C'est pas poli de faire sa a la table." Le Pere

Roux it dit, it dit :
"Mon Pere, c'est hen mieux de,crever devant la

compagnie que de crever tout soul !" (Laughs) Oh, honjour ! it avait son

mot 3 dire, heirs .?"

(In the old days there was that old French... an old Frenchman...

I was just telling them when :ou were coming, I was telling them.... There

was an old guv, I says, he used to live... called Roux : that one... So,

he says... he'd been invited, because he was a Frenchman from France. The

bishop was at the table. They'd invited Father Roux to dinner with his

Lordship. The bishop was at the end of the table, then there was Father

Le Ooff... he was French, too, Father Le Goff. And he was rather... drunk...

with his small eyes, like that... Oh !
he used to kick me in the ass -- I



never liked him,that Father ! But, anyway, that old fellow Roux was

sitting, and then, when... they said grace, andthen he sat down. Then

dinn(r was served. And Father Roux lets cut a big... a fart. Father Le

Goff said nothing ; his Lordship said nothing either. The second time

lie lifts his buttock and lets out an-other of those damn farts. "Ah, ah,

ah, oh ! Mister Roux" says he, "It's not polite to do that at the table."

Father Roux says : "Father, I'd rather burst in front of the company than

burst on my own !" (Laughs) Oh, my ! that was some answer, wasn't it ?"

e.3. Trois Beaux Navires.

Finally, the elder Mission. Metis have a dying repertoire of songs,

which belong to two categories : a) sentimental French songs, once

.fashionable in France or Quebec at the turn of the century (e.g., Je veux

revoir ma Normandie) ; and h) old French songs imported to NouvelleFrance

by the colonists in the 17th and 18th cenLuries. The. second type includes

many songs formerly popular in the French army and characterized by

a-

spontaneity and absence of sophistication ;- many se,ctions ofthese songs --

have been forgotten, and very often the meaning is perceived as obscure.

One chorus will serve as a brief example of this style :

"Trois beaux navires sont arrives, trois beaux navires sont arrives,

Charges du ble-, charges d'l'avoine.

Nous allons sur l'eau, nous allons en s'promenant,

i
1Nous allons jouer dans 1 le, dans l'Ile..."

(Three nice ships have arrived, three nice ships have arrived,

Loaded with wheat, loaded with oats.

On the water we go, leisurely we go,

We go and play on the isle, on the isle...)
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7. The Metis as Modern North- Americans

the Metis had a buffering role on the moving Canadian frontier ; then

some of their communities evolved a sophisticated form of polity with the

short-lived Metis Nation (1870-1885) ; and eventually official recognition

broke down after the 1885 Kiel Rebellion, so that being Metis nowadays

is largely a matter of perception. Unlike the Whites and the Indians, the

Metis generally do not control resources ; moreover, they "do not have

3 specific homeland or habitat as do Indian tribes, communities, or

dialect groupings" (Slobodin 1981 : 361). A Metis is primarily identified'

as part of an extended northern network of relationships basd on

kinship and commensality rather then occupational pursuits ; his basically

Euro-American kinship system is made more flexible and far-reaching by

the use of the Cree term nistaw (brother-in-law) with affines and

acquaintances alike.

An interesting parallel can be drawn between the Mission Metis and

the Louisiana Cajuns. Both groups are vague about their origins and

emphasize their synthetic identity : "Un Cadjin ? West du sang mes16"

(A Cajun ? 1:'s a mixed-blood), say the elders of Mamou Prairie (Gold

1979 : 268). Both Cajun and Mission MeU.s youths are seemingly uninterested

in their traditional cultures ; and in both cases the elders are passive

repositories of thsc cultures. However, several differences emerge under

closer scrutiny. For one thing, the Mission Metis have no history of

oppression :
at the Oblate school, for instance, instruction was given in

English in the morning, and French in the afternoon ; Cree was tolerated

outside the classroom and, then as now, was probably "used as a private

and privileged form of communication 1-11- the presence of White persons

who don'L understand the language" (Card et al. 1_96 : 188). It follows

that no `fission -letis generation seems to have any strong feeling one
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way or the other whee-revivalism is concerned. This situation is in

marked contrast with that of the-Cajuns, among whom the forbidding of

Fre.nch at school after 1930 fostered a generation of militant merchant-

professional'middle-class individuals bent, on sustaining local traditions.

However, these values have proved difficult to transmit to post-1960's

youths.

Compared to the Mission Metis, the typical Cajun community is well

circumscribed in terms of identity. The Cajuns are normally endogamous

a practice made possi ,ble by their substantial umbers ; "also, the fact

that they have only one,personal code (French) makes for a well-defined

group association. The strong situational value of Cajun French is thus

a ready markez_of revived ethnicity in those communities such as

Laforche Parish, which are currently undergoing a re-definition of

cultural values (Larouche 1980).-In such situations there is a dichotomy

of identities (American/Cajun), as opposed to the typical Metis

integration of ethnic personalities ("All Mixed").'This divergence of

attitudes is best illustrated in linguistic" terms : whereas the Cajuns

of Louisiana and the French Albertans surrounding the Mission Metis have

passed from monolingualism (French) to bilingualism (French-English),

the Mission Metis as a community have. increasingly become monolingual

speakers of English.

This situation symbolizes two different ways for marginal groups

to open to the modern world. With job sites literally on the spot, and a

wealth cf economic opportunities (bayou and sea fishing, oil resources),

most Cajuns have adopted the ethic of entrepreneurship and, are effectiV.ely

exploiting the dominant system. On the other hand, the Mission Metis

enjoy limited environmental opportunities, and only a few have accessto

the local 55-strong fishing cooperative. Thellr lack of motivation in



terms of entrepreneurship is evidenced by their attitude toward mink

ranching : whereas the local Lebanese Muslims continued this activity

well into the 1960's (Barclay 1968), the Metis gave up shortly after

the tullabee (or cisco) fish the minks' staple food became depleted

in the post-World War 11 period. The disappearance of this cheap feed had

been promptly interpreted as a harbinger of undue hardships in a trade

which in anv case was never popular among individuals of Native ancestry.

8. Education

in spite of their 'passivity regarding 'modernity, the Mission Metis

show a great deal of respect for education, which they view as promoting

ec(inomic stability, However, hooks are not part of the normal household

article:, and'along the whole age range reading is subordinated to TV

viewing, as is the rule in most Native communities (see e.g., Philips

1975 : 373, for an account of the situation on the Warm Springs Indian

reservation). Formal education is thus confined to the, school environ-

ment, which takes over the socialization of children.from the 4Sders

after the age of six ; the conflict thus created islDut an exacerbation

_of that obtaining in the general White school population, where

too'often students view reading as something that will.

help them to learn specific skills related to school

instruction, but that is unrelated to their own need

to comprehend the written language that surrounds them.

They may riot recognize that many of their daily contacts

with written language outside the classroom (reading

TV guides, comic hooks, the Bible, bubble -gum cards)

are legitimate reading experiences that Lelp them

develop reading strategies (Goodman and Burke 1980 : 45-6).

however, the centralized Lac La Biche school system generates few

conflicts, as Mission Metis youths have not been exposed to militant
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minority nationalism. Also, they have no urban past and are not members

of a street culture with powerful constraints and loyalties, as they still

Live within the shrinking orbit of the extended families that comprise

the greater part of their peer group. Finally, in terms of the distance

principle of language mismatch (Shuy 1979 : 188), the Mission Metis fare

better than lower-class urban ethnic groups : English is too recent an

import into the community to have fostered a wealth of vernacular features

estranging their dialect from the one used for instruction.

What the Mission Metis share with urban non-middle class milieux

is a concern for action rather than lengthy verbalization. In the same

as a New York Puerto Rican adolescent's definition of a friend may

be "someone who when you say to him, Let's go somewhere, he goes with

you" (Labov et al. 1968 : 27), a Fort Chipewyan girl defines home as

"where yOu usually go" (Scollon and Scollon 1979 : 182) ; and Mission

Metis similarly avoid verbose and static definitions of what they view

as dynamic concepts. This attitude is part u the North American Native's

emphasis on independence, which calls for egalitarian participation in

classroom activities and makes group projects of a non-competitive nature

quasi-mandatory :

Where the classroom situation is one in which children

of more than one cultural background come together,

efforts should be made to allow for a complemenTary

diversity in the modes of communication through which

learning and measurement of "success" take place

(Philips 1972 : 393).

Due to a lack of awareness of these matters on many teachers' part,

this attitude is observed only in the most general sense in the schools of

Lac La Biche. Regarding the avoidance of eye contact among children of

Native ancestry, for instance, a teacher once boasted to me : "Shy or not,



I
make them look me straight in the eyes !" However, the pupils come from

such diverse backgrounds that some measure of flexibility can hardly be

avoided by the teaching staffs ; as a result, the Metis and Cree children

I
La Biche do not seem to put on the "mask of silence" so common

among other Natives such as the Sioux and Cherokees (Dumont 1972 : 346).

The fluidity that characterizes Metis historical and contemporary

structures has caused them to be overlooked in the school curriculum ;

yet they could be an excellent example in the teaching of the value of

ethnic identity and selfimage to children from more sessile backgrounds

as well as an opportunity for schools to learn to cater more for local

conditions. One of the means to this end is a greater use of "literacy

as a mode of communication" (Philips 1975).

.hat literacy has played only a minor role in the traditional Catholic

sch4oling of the Canadian Metis is obvious from the fact that the Mission.

Metis nave not produced a single priest or lay brother in almost 150 years
L

of cicise association with the Oblate mission. Flanagan (1979 : 6) has

already noted the lack of Metis and Indian clergy in Canada, despite an

apparently widespread religiosity. Obviously, the goal of the Catholic

Church in North America was !-;imply to save souls from damnation, and the

spiritual steadfastness of the local population was not deemed fit to be

trusted with the proselytizing of others : this was a typically colonial

attitude, far removed from the use the Catholic Church made of its

European, and especially Irish, flocks in expanding its spiritual empire

(see e.g., Titlev and Douaud 1982).

It is now time for literacy to be conveyed to Mission Metis children

in order to take the place of those traditional activities which are not

taught them any more. As befits a Native group, literacy must not be

prof-;ented a a.solitary activity, and should concern itself with local
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material (Philips 1975 : 380-1) such as customs, family names and

genealogies, and traditional narratives. Concerning the latter, a recent

study (Cronin 1980) has shown that the Indian and Metis children of the

Lac La niche region are acculturated enough to recall stories with /

conventional European structure better than stories with traditional Cree

structure. However, it would be possible to use traditional narrative

structure to familiarize Native children with the culture they are

gradually losing, and thereby preserve cultural continuity within the

dominant society (Cronin 1982).

As applied tai the Canadian Metis, sAeh an endeavor would involve a

teaching focusin4 on traditional skills: smoking whitefish, collecting

snow for water lionsumption, gathering red willow bast or mihkwapemak

(for mixing with ordinary tobacco) ; on bodily expression (fiddle-playing,

dancing Red River jigs) ; and on oral narratives (adapted from French

into English). dss to say a multicultural background or a sound

anthropological training would be a must for the teachers involved in

these pursuits ; as usual, the training of Metis teachers or aids for

this purpose seems advisable.

Footnote,-;

1 The fieldwork on which this study is based was made possible by two

grants-in-aid from the University of Alberta's Boreal Institute For

Northern Studies (1979 and 1981).

2 The three peculiarities can be explained away by the long co-existence

of the Metis with Standard French-speaking Oblate missionaries.

All the naRles mentioned in this section are Pseudonyms.
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